The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 0933
When Alex Rockefeller saw Carol Rockefeller, his eyes glistened. He felt surprised.

Two days ago, Carol was taken away by her boyfriend. They had to use a precious mystical tool to escape
from Alex To Alex’s surprise, they met again under such circumstances.

Most importantly, Carol had her hands around an ugly, older man’s arm. She seemed to be very intimate with
him. Half her body was pressed against the older man. In fact, the older man even had one of his hands placed
on Carol’s lower waist.

Alex could see very clearly when the older man naturally squeezed Carol’s buttocks. The action caused Carol
to sway her hips gently from side to side. The expression on her face seemed to convey… She was enjoying
it immensely.

At this moment, Alex felt like he didn’t know Carol at all.

‘Did she get a new husband or a new godfather?’

‘Did she break up with Seamus Owen just like that?’

‘Wait… Something’s not right!’ Alex soon discovered something mysterious. Carol, who used to be terribly
weak, had now become a martial artist. Through Alex’s Chi observations, Carol’s inner force cultivation had
actually grown stronger. She was now at Intermediate-Royal rank. To Alex, Intermediate-Royal rank was
nothing impressive at all. He could easily kill anyone at this rank.

However, two days ago, Carol was still an ordinary girl. Being able to advance to Intermediate-Royal rank
within two days is a little terrifying.

Come to think of it. Waltz Fleur was only at Intermediate-Royal rank when she got to know Alex. However,
Waltz had started learning martial arts since she was a kid, and she’d trained for at least twenty tears.

Comparing two days to twenty years, the difference was huge.

Could Carol be the strongest martial arts prodigy in the world?

However, Alex noticed a problem. Carol’s inner force occasionally caused her body to emit a martial arts aura
uncontrollably. It was very similar to Seamus’ case, so much so that it felt as if the source was the same, and
this was what Alex found odd.

‘Unless…’

‘Seamus transferred his inner force to her!’ Alex thought.

Just as Alex was surprised by this thought, the older adult Carol was clinging onto, who was also the
designated miracle doctor of Leviathan Gate, Hosiah Qantas the Weird, started to speak eerily. “Are you all
deaf? Didn’t you hear what I said? The descendants of ghost doctors have reappeared in the human world,
and that also means an Immortal Doctor is here. According to ancient rules, one must kneel to greet an
Immortal Doctor! Why aren’t you down on your knees yet?”

Qantas the Weird did have a little martial arts foundation. Although he had an eerie voice, it was piercing.

Everyone could hear his voice unusually clear.

“Ahh…”

“Descendants of ghost doctors? Does the legacy of ghost doctors still exist in the world?” An older man
shouted in surprise.

“Legend has it that the last generation of ghost doctors appeared during the twelfth century. The Immortal
Doctor went by the name of Guilherme Extraordinaire. Several centuries had passed since then. Did
Guilherme Extraordinaire leave a legacy behind? I thought his legacy disappeared long ago.”

“What Immortal Doctor? It’s all made up in the past. People during ancient times had very backward medical
skills. One could be considered the ultimate miracle doctor for just being able to cure a mild cold or fever. I’m
afraid that an Immortal Doctor in the past might not even be able to compare to a current doctor in a hospital’s
emergency unit. Only people like you still think of miracle doctors highly,” someone said disdainfully.

“How dare you insult an Immortal Doctor?” The young man standing in between Carol and Hosiah snorted
coldly before pointing at the man who spoke. “Immortal Doctors are not to be insulted. Those who do so will
be punished. You have actually insulted Immortal Doctors by saying they’re inferior to ordinary doctors.
That’s unforgivable. You can only redeem your sins by dying,” he said.

Everyone was speechless.

The young man sounded extremely arrogant. He was giving someone a death sentence.

However, an extremely bizarre scene happened after that.

After the young man, who claimed to be an Immortal Doctor, pointed at the person, a black shadow that the
naked eye couldn’t see entered the person’s body. In the next second, the person suddenly turned around and
ran over to a window. He opened the window and jumped out of it.

“Ahh…”

The crowd was stunned.

Cheryl Coney and Phoebe Larsen couldn’t help but cover their mouths, and their eyes widened in shock. They
were quite high up in the building the eighteenth floor of Global Traders Hotel. Wouldn’t the person die from
jumping down like that?

